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Across

4. computer printer for printing vector 

graphics

7. computer-generated image data 

created with the help of specialized 

graphical hardware

8. The act of entering data into a 

computer

10. a device or program enabling a user 

to communicate with a computer

16. an external object that provides 

input and output

19. any physical device capable of 

storing information

20. can be moved or selected by pressing 

the mouse buttons

21. set of instructions that a computer 

follows in order

25. expressed as series of the digits 0 

and 1

26. transfers the information to paper, 

usually to standard size sheets of paper

27. One Bit is the smallest unit

28. a device or program that enables a 

computer to transmit data over

29. an electrical device used to make 

sound or music louder

Down

1. A graphics program used for creating 

illustrations

2. a storage space where many files can 

be placed

3. allows users to interact with a device 

through graphical elements

5. permanent part of a computer's 

memory

6. a device that scans documents

9. a person who uses computers for 

work or entertainment

11. a text entry interface for typing text 

and numbers

12. a type of computer memory that can 

be accessed

13. a computer program that is being 

executed

14. most common resource shared today 

is connection to the Internet

15. the display part of a monitor

17. Cloud computing is a model for 

delivering information technology

18. an apparatus for recording sound, 

pictures, or data

22. a container in a computer system for 

storing information

23. Data generated by a computer is 

referred to as output

24. Memory on a computer


